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About This Game

Featuring global online leaderboards and music streaming, Frqncy is a chill audio based experience. Select your ship, pick your
tune and try to get to the end of the dynamically generated level with a high score! Cubes will spawn in your way to the beat of

the music, and your ships speed will vary based on the intensity. Collect power-ups along the way to upgrade your ships
capabilities, replenish your shields and ammo, and try to beat your personal best.

Music Streaming

Play any audio in stream mode! Start any music playing in the background (youtube, spotify, itunes etc.) as long as it is coming
through your speakers, you can play!

New Featured Songs

Featured songs will be replaced on a monthly basis, secure your spot on the leaderboard!

Global Leaderboards

Global leaderboards for featured songs. See how you rank against your friends, and the rest of the world!

Progression and Customization

Play songs, level up, unlock more ships! Customize color schemes to make your own unique ship. Try and get all the
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achievements, and the trophy hidden on each level!

Import Music

Have your own music library locally? Import it and play with local leaderboards! This is great for competing locally with
friends. MP3 and WAV supported.
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Title: Frqncy
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Mitch Kuronya
Publisher:
Mitch Kuronya
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 470

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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game is good

. Good VR but it's just a single first person offline walk in the forest not MMO at all. Fun to play for a while, gets boring fast. If
you're a horny 12 yo it's a perfect game for you.

Just don't let your parents see you.. This is an extremely fun game...when it works. This is the most broken fighting game I have
played and it seems as if the devs don't care that it is unplayable. When you're able to find a decent match it is very fun, but
decent matchs are rare and they don't last long since the game collapses after a few minutes. Those decent matches are why I
cannot stop playing, but playing is a frustrating nightmare that I can't seem to escape.

Here are a few of the glitches I've encountered recently:

All players freeze in the air and are unable to move until match ends
The map doesn't load and everyone falls to their death(this happens a lot)
Blackholes don't stop growing until they litterally consume the game and you are forced to restart(also happens a lot)
Crates from one round don't despawn and stay forever
One player becomes invinsible and cannot die even after falling off map(usually happens when a new player joins)
Score resets for one or more players
One Player is cloned and becomes unable to move
Healthbar doesn't go down but health is subtracted(for bosses during boss battles)
A player joins the match but is never able to spawn even after a round ends
Text from chat is displayed over the wrong player(this is rare)
Text only displays at the bottom of the map, even when the player is still alive
Breakable ground doesn't break
Box physics don't kick in for a few seconds after being hit
Players keep the guns they had during the last round
Bullets shot in the previous round continue to interact with the new round
Gun drop rates seem to mess up, even before changing the rates in the menu
Snakes carry over into the next round(slightly rare)

There are many more glitches, but I only decided to write them down two days ago so these all ocurred between then and the
writing of this review. This game is great and I really hope the devs look into these problems so that this game becomes
playable.

Update: They have now censored the in-game chat. Both this game and the developers are completely worthless. Don't play this..
La mejor elfa\ud83d\udc97. This is not bad. Kinda has a similar dreamlike quality to Rememoried albeit without the off-screen-
level-shift effects. You wonder round some small surreal environments with splashes of the reality we know and try to trigger
the necessary level advancement. Nothing is spelled out, though it generally always involves inserting cubes into wibbly-wobbly
white vortexes. It took just over an hour to complete (rest of time was for card drops). I was quite disappointed when it ended so
suddenly as I had just really started to settle into the unusual world. But you have to give the game praise for the fact there is no
handholding and the player has to figure things out for themselves, yet what they have to do can be figured out relatively quickly
through trial and error so the player feels challenged but not frustrated.
So in short, a nice, surreal puzzler that could have been longer, but for the price you can hardly complain.. Alright, so despite
this game being almost definitely shovelware and looking like it took an hour to toss together, its actually kinda fun. Its a simple
puzzle game, drag and release to launch the ball and try to hit all white blocks. I got this game for $0.10, and I cannot
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reccomend paying more than that. But if you ignore the broken achievements, random non-english bits, and general poor
graphics, it is a bit fun.

TLDR; Buy if you have coupon to get at $0.10. Kinda fun.. If it wasn't for the abysmal A.I, I'd highly recommend Lockdown.
It's a nice middle ground between the slower Raven Shield and the bombastic Vegas. It could've been fantastic, instead it's just
an okay entry in the Rainbow series that really will only appeal to series fans looking for a bit more tactical gameplay.

. Game looks and plays amazing even in early access. A few bugs here and there but EARLY ACCESS sums it up.

I'm very optimistic about this game. Recommended.
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I have NO CLUE with what people are saying about "bad level design" or "bad animations". They obviously never played a
megaman game before. This reminded me of the first X game in difficulty and, to a degree, music. And I know this joke is
overused, but Mighty No. 9 is inferior to this. I hope a sequel is made for this game. (oh and if you don't like what I said, then
bite me! ;)). Pretty interesting concept. Must investigate further.

Fast forward: My eyes!. Freaky 25 minute experience with some interesting visual techniques - looks great except the eyes of
the characters which are flat and lifeless.

Worth the price ? That depends on your interest in VR entertainment and financial situation.. Give us a mega city maps, pls!.
Recommended.

To be honest, I had mixed feelings about this. When I bought it, I was excited, because I've played a similar game before and I
thought it'd be fun. And it was. But it also got extremely challenging the further I got in the game. Especially the two last worlds
made me want to tear my hair out. I had to retry over and over again... Admittedly, I aimed to get all keys in every stage and if
I'd ignored that, maybe I wouldn't have been so frustrated. Despite that, I don't hate the game.

I liked how every world had different textures in puzzles. I actually didn't fully realize it immediately because I was in a hurry to
beat the game. When I noticed, I could definitely appreciate the difference. Due to that, the art was nice to look at and really
colorful.

There are two modes to play in and I chose relaxed. I'm glad there was a mode like that because if I don't have to play on a
timed mode, I definitely won't. I can't say how the modes differ, but I'd say that they're both equally challenging, just in
different ways.

All in all, I felt like this game dragged on a bit too long, but it didn't leave me a bad aftertaste after I finished.. A masterful
addition to the soundtrack, once again catering to players who want to play as asian nations.. Just downloaded this HD pack
today out of curiosity, deleted a lot of things on my driver to clear up the space for this pack, which is almost as big as the game
itself.
After waiting for hours downloading, I played the game to see the effect of it.

1 hour later,
"Did I just install an Ultra HD Texture Pack ??"
. Brilliant Game series.. too bad we never got 2.5 in english or Konung 4 to be produced.. We need more games like this.. one
"hero", village management and building, dwellers management "like send them for jobs like woodcutter or hunter or recruit"
and troops management.. war declarations on other villages... just a bigger game actually...

 But strongly advise all of the series for who hasnt played it yet!. This game runs like absolute garbage, and I know it isn't just
my computer. I have bought a new computer and it still ran like I was playing on a potato. 1\/10 for graphics.
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